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ISBN # 0963291823
Price: $35.00— Currently Available
THE FORTS OF THE HOLSTON MILITIA
The forts of the Holston and Clinch Valleys were
constructed to prevent Indian invasion and to
protect the newly built Wilderness Road into
Kentucky. Through a blend of new research and
historical documentation, the story of Southwest
Virginia warfare is told as never before. The
locations of 37 of these frontier forts are newly
documented, and their roles in history and
related military campaigns are presented.

ISBN # 096329184X
Price $20.00 — Currently Available
BLACK MOUNTAIN MOTHER OF TODAY

Price $12.00 — Currently Available
APPALACHIA ANTHOLOGY

The essence of life in the town of Appalachia Virginia
during its founding and the first half a century of its
existence; a collection of short stories comes
together presenting the story of boom and then bust
with historically relevant personal anecdotes.

ISBN # 0963291815
Price $20.00 — Currently Available
BENGE!

ISBN # 0963291831
Price $20.00 — Currently Available

ATHAWOMINEE, THE GREAT WARRIOR’S PATH
Daniel Boone, Dr. Thomas Walker, and
Claudius Crozet all are indelibly linked with
the GREAT ROAD TO KENTUCKY.
New research has revealed much knowledge of
the road’s routes and the history of these
men’s contributions to it. All this is presented
for the first time within these pages.

ISBN # 0963291807
Price $20.00 — Currently Available
THE BEAR GRASS—A HISTORY

The spectacular story of the most successful and
most feared of the Cherokee war chiefs, and his as‐
saults on the frontier settlements. The mere mention A regional history of far Southwest Virginia, drawing
of Chief Benge still excites emotions in Southwest
upon a vast array of factual data, new research, and
Coal, elk, Long Hunters, Northern Industrialists, Indi‐ Virginia, East and Central Tennessee, and Kentucky,
fascinating oral tradition to tell the story of how the
ans, land fraud, Judgment Day, buffalo, Resurrection
and his death marked one of the most significant
people of the area became the people they are today.
Day, Civil War Murders, mine explosions, escaping
turning points in the region’s history.
Explore the uniqueness of a region whose people still
the Trail of Tears, Black squatters ‐ All this and more
maintain a fiercely independent demeanor.
‐ The story of Black Mountain on the Kentucky / Vir‐
BigStoneGapPublishing.com
ginia border.

